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Stability theory has been significantly developed and
extended to dynamical system which will provide a deep
insight into a more comprehensive understanding of the
dynamic structure of complex dynamical systems and
therefore is of great significance for its application. The
overall aim of this special issue is to open a discussion among
researchers actively working in the field of stability theory
and relative applications. The issue covers a wide variety of
problems for neural networks and applications such as image
processing and pedestrian detection, difference equations,
dynamic equations on time scales, biological mathematics
including multigroup and reaction-diffusion epidemic
model, and soft computing. In the following, we briefly
review each of the papers by highlighting the significance of
the key contributions.

In “Periodic oscillation analysis for a coupled FHNnetwork
model with delays” by Y. Lin, the author provides new
results of periodic oscillatory behavior of three coupled
FHN neurons model by Chafee’s criterion of limit cycle.
In “Dynamical behaviors of the stochastic hopfield neural
networks with mixed time delays” by L. Wan et al., the
authors of this paper investigate dynamical behaviors of the
stochastic Hopfield neural networks with mixed time delays.

By employing the theory of stochastic functional differential
equations and linearmatrix inequality (LMI) approach, some
novel criteria on asymptotic stability, ultimate boundedness,
and weak attractor are derived.

Two papers in our special issue are devoted to discuss
applications of neural networks. In “Analysis of feature
fusion based on HIK SVM and its application for pedestrian
detection” by S.-Z. Su and S.-Y. Chen, the author adopt sup-
port vector machine (SVM) with the histogram intersection
kernel (HIK) as a classifier to detect pedestrians in low-
resolution visual images and at night time. In “Recursive
neural networks based on PSO for image parsing” by G.-R. Cai
and S.-L. Chen, the authors give an image parsing algorithm
based on Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) and Recursive
Neural Networks (RNNs).

A theoretical article titled “𝐿𝜔-compactness in 𝐿𝜔-spaces”
presents some important properties of 𝐿𝜔-compactness. The
authors, S.-L. Chen and J.-L. Huang, reveal the Alexander
subbase lemma and the Tychonoff product theorem with
respect to 𝐿𝜔-compactness.

Six papers are concerned about dynamical analysis of
difference equations or dynamic equations on time scales. In
“Oscillation for higher order dynamic equations on time scales”
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by T. Sun et al., the authors present sufficient conditions to
ensure every solution of higher order dynamic equations on
time scales to be oscillatory or tend to zero. In “ℎ-Stability
for differential systems relative to initial time difference” by P.
Wang and X. Liu, the authors discuss ℎ-stability for differen-
tial systems with initial time difference and stability criteria
are formulated by using variation of parameter techniques.
In “Periodic solutions of second-order difference problem with
potential indefinite in sign” byH. Bin, the author obtains some
new results concerning the existence of nontrivial periodic
solution of second-order difference problem with potential
indefinite in sign by using Morse theory. In “Dynamics of a
family of nonlinear delay difference equations” by Q. He et al.,
the authors give sufficient conditions guaranteeing the glob-
ally asymptotical stability of a unique positive equilibrium of
nonlinear delay difference equations. In “Subharmonics with
minimal periods for convex discrete hamiltonian systems” by
H. Bin, by using variational methods and dual functional, the
author considers the subharmonics with minimal periods for
convex discrete Hamiltonian systems. In “Leader-following
consensus stability of discrete-time linear multiagent systems
with observer-based protocols” by B. Xu et al., the authors
obtain two types of distributed observer-based consensus
protocols to solve the leader-following consensus problem of
discrete-time multiagent systems on a directed communica-
tion topology.

There are two new results about epidemic models in this
special issue.

In “Stability analysis of a multigroup epidemic model with
general exposed distribution and nonlinear incidence rates” by
L. Zhang et al., the authors adopt Lyapunov functionals and
a graph-theoretical technique to derive sufficient conditions
ensuring the global dynamics. In “Traveling wave solutions
in a reaction-diffusion epidemic model” by S. Wang et al.,
the authors investigate a unique and strictly monotonic
traveling wave solutions in a reaction-diffusion epidemic
model throughmonotone iteration of a pair of classical upper
and lower solutions.
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